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Abstract
Information flow controls can be used to protect both data
confidentiality and data integrity. The certification of these-
curity degree of a program that runs in untrusted environ-
ments still remains an open problem in language-based secu-
rity. The notion of robustness asserts that an active attacker,
who can modify program code in some fixed points (holes),
is not able to disclose more private information than a pas-
sive attacker, who merely observes public data. In this paper,
we extend a method recently proposed for checking declas-
sified non-interference in presence of passive attackers only,
in order to check robustness by means of the weakest precon-
dition semantics. In particular, this semantics simulatesthe
kind of analysis that can be performed by an attacker, i.e.,
from the public output towards the private input. The choice
of the semantics lets us distinguish between different attacks
models. In this paper, we also introduce relative robustness
that is a relaxed notion of robustness for restricted classes of
attacks.

Categories and Subject DescriptorsD.3.1 [Programming
Languages]: Formal Definitions and TheorySemantics; F.3.2
[Logics and Meanings of Programs]: Semantics of Program-
ming Languages—Program Analysis; K.6.5 [Management
of Computing and Information Systems]: Security and Pro-
tection

General Terms Languages, Security, Theory, Verification

Keywords Program semantics, Non-interference, Robust-
ness, Declassification, Active attackers

1. Introduction
Secure information flow concerns the problem of disclosing
private information to an untrusted observer. This problemis
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indeed actual each time a program, manipulating both sen-
sitive and public information, is executed in an untrusted
environment. In this case, security is usually enforced by
means ofnon-interferencepolicies [Goguen and Meseguer
1982], stating that private information has not to affect the
observable public data. In the non-interference context, vari-
ables have a confidentiality level, usually public/low and pri-
vate/high, and variations of the private input has not to affect
the public output. In this case, we are considering attack-
ers that can only observe the I/O behaviour of programs and
that, from these observations, can make some kind ofreverse
engineeringin order to derive private information from the
observation of the public data.
The idea from which we start is that of finding the program
vulnerabilities by simulating the possible reasonings that an
attacker can perform on programs. Indeed, we can think that
the attacker can use the output observation in order to derive,
backward, some (even partial) private input information.
This is the idea of thebackward analysisrecently proposed
in [Banerjee et al. 2007] for declassified non-interference,
where declassification is modelled by means of abstract do-
mains [Cousot and Cousot 1977]. The ingredients of this
method are: the initial declassification policy modelled as
an abstraction of the private input domain and the weakest
liberal precondition semantics of programs [Dijkstra 1975,
1976], characterising the backward analysis (i.e., from out-
puts to inputs) simulating the attacker observational activity.
The certification process consists in considering a possible
output (public) observation and computing the weakest lib-
eral precondition semantics of the program starting from this
observation. By definition, theweakestprecondition seman-
tics provides thegreatestset of possible input states leading
to the given output observation. In other words, it charac-
terises the greatest collection of input states, and in particular
of private inputs, that an attacker can identify starting from
the given observation. In this way, the attacker can restrict
the range of the private inputs inside this collection, and this
corresponds to a partial release of private information. More-
over, we can note that, the fact that we compute theweakest
precondition for the given observation, provides a character-
isation of themaximalinformation released by the observa-



tion, in the lattice of abstract interpretations. Namely, start-
ing from the results provided by the analysis, we construct
an abstract domain, representing the private abstract prop-
erty released, which is the most concrete one released by the
program [Banerjee et al. 2007].

Our aim is to use these ideas also in presence ofactive
attackers, namely attackers that can both observe and mod-
ify the program semantics. We consider the model of active
attackers proposed in [Myers et al. 2004] which can trans-
form program semantics simply by inserting malicious code
in some fixed program points (holes), known by the pro-
grammer. We can show that, also in presence of this kind
of attackers, the weakest precondition semantics computa-
tion can be exploited for characterising the information dis-
closed, and therefore for revealing the program vulnerabil-
ities. This characterisation can be interpreted from two op-
posite points of view: the attacker and the program adminis-
trator. The attacker can be any malicious adversary trying to
disclose confidential information about the system; the ad-
ministrator wants to know whether the system releases pri-
vate information due to particular inputs.
An important security property concerning active attackers,
and related with the information disclosed, isrobustness
[Zdancewic and Myers 2001]. It “measures” the security de-
gree of programs wrt active attackers by certifying that ac-
tive attackers cannot disclose more information than what a
passive attacker (a simple I/O observer) can do.
We propose to use the weakest precondition-based analy-
sis in order to certify also robustness of programs. The first
idea we consider is to compute the maximal information dis-
closed both for passive attackers [Banerjee et al. 2007] and
for active attackers, and then compare the results in the lat-
tice of abstract interpretations for certifying robustness: if
there exists at least one active attacker disclosing more than
the passive one, the program fails to be robust. The problem
of this technique is that it requires a program analysis for
each attacker, this means that it becomes unfeasible when
dealing with an infinite number of possible active attackers.
In order to overcome this problem, we need an analysis in-
dependent of the code of the particular active attacker. For
this reason, we exploit the weakest precondition computa-
tion in order to provide asufficient conditionthat guarantees
robustness independently from the attack. In particular we
provide a condition that has to hold before each hole, for
preventing the attacker to be successful. We initially study
this condition for I/O attackers, i.e., attackers that can only
observe the I/O program behaviour, and afterwards we ex-
tend to attackers able to observe also intermediate states,i.e.,
trace semantics of programs. Finally, we note that, in some
restricted contexts, for example where the activity of the at-
tackers is limited by the environment, the standard notion of
robustness may become too strong. For dealing with these
situations we introduce a weakening of robustness, i.e.,rel-

ative robustness, where we restrict the set of active attackers
with respect to we are certifying robustness.

Roadmap. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Sect. 2 we present a general overview of non-interference
and robust declassification. In Sect. 3 we introduce abstract
interpretation and recall a technique for certifying declas-
sification by means of weakest liberal precondition seman-
tics. In Sect. 4 we compute (qualitatively) the maximal pri-
vate information disclosed by active attackers. In particular,
Sect. 4.1 introduces the problem of computing the maximal
release by active attackers for I/O semantics. Sect. 4.2 ex-
tends the analysis for attacks observing traces. In Sect. 5
we discuss sufficient conditions to enforce robustness. Sect.
5.1 presents the main contribution of the paper, namely, a
static analysis based on weakest preconditions to enforce ro-
bustness for I/O semantics; Sect. 5.2 compares our method
with the type system-based one; Sect. 5.3 extends these re-
sults for trace semantics. Sect. 5.4 introduces relative robust-
ness which deals with restricted classes of attacks. In Sect. 6
we interpret decentralized robustness in our approach. Sect.
7 concludes the paper and states new directions for future
work.

2. Security Background
Information flow models of confidentiality, also called non-
interference [Goguen and Meseguer 1982], are widely stud-
ied in literature [Sabelfeld and Myers 2003]. Generally they
consider the denotational semantics of a programP , denoted
JPK and all program variables, in addition to their base type
(int, float etc.), have a security type that varies between pri-
vate (H) and public (L). In this paper we consider only ter-
minating computations. Hence, there are basically two ways
the program can release private information by observing the
public outputs; first because of an explicit flow correspond-
ing to a direct assignment of a private variable to a public
variable and second because of an implicit flow correspond-
ing to control structures of the program like the conditional
if or thewhile loop [Sabelfeld and Myers 2003].

Non-Interference and declassification.A program satis-
fiesstandard non-interferenceif for all the variations of pri-
vate input data there is no variation of public output data.
More formally, given a set of program statesΣ, namely a set
of functions mapping variables to valuesV, we represent a
state as a tuple(~h,~l) where the first component denotes the
value of private variables and the second component denotes
the value of public variables. LetP be a program, thenP
satisfies non-interference if

∀l ∈ V
L, ∀h1, h2 ∈ V

H.JPK(h1, l)
L = JPK(h2, l)

L

wherev ∈ VT, T ∈ {H, L}, denotes the fact thatv is a possi-
ble value of a variable with security typeT and(h, l)L = l .
Declassified non-interference considers a property on private
inputs which can be observed [Cohen 1978, Banerjee et al.



2007]. Consider a predicateφ on VH, a programP satisfies
declassified non-interference if

∀l ∈ VL, ∀h1, h2 ∈ VH.
φ(h1) = φ(h2) ⇒ JPK(h1, l)

L = JPK(h2, l)
L

Robust Declassification. In language-based settings, ac-
tive attackers are known for their ability to control, i.e.,ob-
serve and modify, part of the information used by the pro-
gram.

Security levels form a lattice whose ordering specifies
the relation between different security levels. Each program
variable has two security types that model, respectively, the
confidentiality level and the integrity level. In our context, all
the variables have just two security levels;L stands forlow,
public, modifiableandH stands forhigh, private, unmodi-
fiable. Moreover, we assume, for each variablex , the ex-
istence of two functions,C(x ) (confidentiality level) which
shows whether the variablex is observable or not andI(x )
(integrity level) which shows whether the variablex is mod-
ifiable or not. Definitively, each variable can have four pos-
sible security types, i.e.,LL, LH, HL, HH. For example, if the
variablex has typeLL then x can be bothobservedand
modified by the attacker, if the variablex has typeHL then
x can bemodified by the attacker, but it cannot beobserved
and so on.

The programs are written according to the syntax of a
simplewhile language. In order to allow semantic transfor-
mations during the computation, we consider another con-
struct, calledholeand denoted by[•], which models the pro-
gram locations where a potential attacker can insert some
code [Myers et al. 2004].

c[•] ::= skip | x := e | c1; c2 | if e then c1 elsec2 |
while e do c | [•]

where e ::= v ∈ V | x | e1 ope2. The low integrity
code inserted in holes models the untrusted code supposed
under control of the attacker. Hence, letP [~•] be a program
with holes and~a (vector of fixed attacks for each program
hole) an attack,P [~a] denotes the program under control of
the given attack. Afair attack is a program respecting the
following syntax [Myers et al. 2004]:

a ::= skip | x := e | a1; a2 | if e then a1 elsea2 |
while e do a

where all variables ine andx have typeLL. Note that fair
attacks can observe and modify in any possible way only the
variables that are both observable and modifiable.

An important notion when dealing with active attackers is
robustness[Zdancewic and Myers 2001]. Informally, a pro-
gram is said to berobustif every active attacker who actively
controls the code in the holes, does not disclose more infor-
mation about private inputs than what can be disclosed by
a passive attacker who merely observes the programs I/O.
Note that, by using this attacker definition it becomes possi-
ble to translate robustness into a language-based setting.In-

deed, robust declassification holds if for all attacks~a when-
ever programP [~a] cannot distinguish program behavior on
some memories, any other attacker code~a′ cannot distin-
guish program behavior on these memories [Myers et al.
2004]. Thus, we can formally define the notion ofrobust-
ness, for terminating programs, in presence of active fair at-
tackers [Myers et al. 2004].

∀h1, h2 ∈ VH, ∀l ∈ VL, ∀~a, ~a′ active fair attack:
JP [~a]K(h1, l)

L = JP [~a]K(h2, l)
L ⇒

JP [~a′]K(h1, l)
L = JP [~a′K(h2, l)

L

Namely, a program is robust if any active (fair) attacker
can disclose at most the same information that a passive
attacker can disclose. A passive attacker is an attacker able
only to observe program execution, which in this context
corresponds to the active attacker~a = ~skip.

3. Certifying Declassification
In this section, we introduce a technique recently proposed
for certifying declassification policies [Banerjee et al. 2007,
Mastroeni and Banerjee 2008] in presence of passive attack-
ers only, i.e., attackers that can only observe program exe-
cution. The method performs a backward analysis, comput-
ing the weakest precondition semantics starting from out-
put observation, in order to derive the maximal information
the attacker can disclose from the given observation. We use
abstract interpretation for modelling the declassified proper-
ties.

Abstract interpretation: an informal introduction. We
use the standard framework of abstract interpretation [Cousot
and Cousot 1977, 1979] for modelling properties. For exam-
ple, instead of computing on integers we might compute on
more abstract properties, such as the sign{+,−, 0} or parity
{even,odd}. Consider the programsum(x , y) = x + y,
then it is abstractly interpreted assum∗: sum∗(+, +) = +,
sum∗(−,−) = −, but sum∗(+,−) = “I don’t know”
since we are not able to determine the sign of the sum
of a negative number with a positive one (modelled by
the fact that the result can be any value). Analogously,
sum∗(even,even) = even, sum∗(odd,odd) = even
and sum∗(even,odd) = odd. More formally, given a
concrete domainC we choose to describe abstractions of
C as upper closure operators. Anupper closure operator
(uco for short)ρ : C → C on a posetC is monotone,
idempotent, and extensive:∀x ∈ C . x ≤C ρ(x ). The up-
per closure operator is the function that maps the concrete
values with their abstract properties, namely with the best
possible approximation of the concrete value in the abstract
domain. For example, the operatorSign : ℘(Z) → ℘(Z),
on the powerset of integers, associates each set of inte-
gersS with its sign: Sign(∅) =“none” , Sign(S ) = +
if ∀n ∈ S . x > 0, Sign(0) = 0, Sign(S ) = − if
∀n ∈ S . n < 0 and Sign(S ) = “I don’t know” oth-
erwise. The used property names“none” , +,0,− and “I



don’t know” are the names of the following sets in℘(Z):
∅,

{

n ∈ Z
∣

∣ n > 0
}

, {0},
{

n ∈ Z
∣

∣ n < 0
}

and Z.
Namely the abstract elements, in general, correspond to
the set of values with the property they represent. Analo-
gously, we can define an operatorPar : ℘(Z) → ℘(Z)
associating each set of integers with its parity.Par(∅) =
“none” = ∅, Par(S ) = even =

{

n ∈ Z
∣

∣ n is even
}

if
∀n ∈ S . n is even,Par(S ) = odd =

{

n ∈ Z
∣

∣ n is odd
}

if ∀n ∈ S . n is odd andPar(S ) = “I don’t know” = Z

otherwise. Formally, closure operatorsρ are uniquely de-
termined by the set of their fix-pointsρ(C ), for instance
Sign = {Z, > 0, < 0, 0, ∅}. Abstract domains on the com-
plete lattice〈C ,≤,∨,∧,⊤,⊥〉 form a complete lattice, for-
mally denoted〈uco(C ),⊑,⊔,⊓, λx .⊤, λx .x 〉, whereρ ⊑ η
means thatρ is more concrete thanη, namely it is more pre-
cise,⊓iρi is the greatest lower bound taking the most ab-
stract domain containing all theρi , ⊔iρi is the least upper
bound taking the most concrete domain contained in all the
ρi , λx . ⊤ is the most abstract domain unable to distinguish
concrete elements, the identity onC , λx . x , is the most con-
crete abstract domain, the concrete domain itself.

Certifying declassification. In [Banerjee et al. 2007, Mas-
troeni and Banerjee 2008] the authors present a method to
compute the maximal private input information disclosed by
passive attackers. They consider only terminating computa-
tions, which means that the logical language does not have
expressiveness limits [Winskel 1993]. Their method has two
main characteristics: it is a static analysis, and it performs a
backward analysis from the observed outputs towards the in-
puts to protect. The first is important since we would like to
certify programs without executing them, the latter is impor-
tant because non-interference aims to protect the system pri-
vateinput while attackers can observe publicoutputs. Both
these characteristics are embedded in the weakest liberal
precondition semantics (Wlp for short) of programs. Start-
ing from a given observed outputWlp semantics computes,
by definition, thegreatestset of inputs states leading to the
given observation. From this characterisation we can derive
in particular the private input information released by ob-
serving output public variables. This corresponds exactlyto
the maximal private information disclosed by the program
semantics. In this way, we are statically simulating the kind
of analysis an attacker can perform in order to obtain initial
values of (or initial relations among) private information. We
can model this information by a first order predicate; the set
of program states disclosed by theWlp semantics are the
ones which satisfy this predicate. In order to be as general
as possible, we consider the public observations parametric
on some symbolic value represented by some logical vari-
able. We denote by~l = ~a the parametric value of each low
confidentiality program variable. For instance, the formula
(l = a) means that the program variablel has the sym-
bolic valuea. Generally, the public output observation cor-
responds to a first order formula that is the conjunction of

all low confidentiality variables, i.e., variables with security
typesLL or LH.

Φ0

def
= {l1 = a1 ∧ l2 = a2 ∧ · · · ∧ ln = an} =

n
∧

i=1

(li = ai)

where∀li .C(li) = L. TheWlp semantic rules transform such
formula for every construct of the while language. In partic-
ular, the assignment induces modification of program vari-
ables, theif andwhile constructs induce state partition rep-
resented by the logical connectiveor (∨). Finally, theskip
command leaves the formula unchanged while the sequen-
tial composition models the composition ofWlp semantics.
Without loss of generality, we can assume this formula to
be in a disjoint normal form, namely a disjunction of con-
junctions. We callfree variablesof a logical formulaΦ and
denoteFV(Φ) the set of program variables occurring inΦ,
beingΦ without quantifiers. Moreover, we assume to elim-
inate all possible redundancies and all subformulas that can
be subsumed by others in the same formula. For instance, let
(l > 1 ∧ l > 0) be a logical formula. We can simply write
(l > 1) because this subsumes the fact thatl > 0. From now
on we’ll suppose to have each logical formula in this form
callednormal form.
For instance, consider the programP with h1, h2 : HH and
l : LL.

P
def
= if (h1 = h2) then l := 0; elsel := 1;

Wlp(P , l = a) = (h1 = h2 ∧ a = 0) ∨ (h1 6= h2 ∧ a = 1)
If we observel = 0 in public output, all we can say about
private inputsh1, h2 is h1 = h2. Otherwise, if we observe
l = 1, we can conclude thath1 6= h2.

In [Banerjee et al. 2007, Mastroeni and Banerjee 2008]
this technique is formally justified by considering an abstract
domain completeness-based [Cousot and Cousot 1977]
model of declassified non-interference. Here we avoid the
formal details, and we simply show where and how we use
abstract interpretation. Note that, usuallyWlp semantics is
applied to specific output states in order to derive the great-
est set of input states leading to the output one. Here, the
technique starts from the state~l = ~a, which is indeed an
abstract state, namely the state where the private variables
can have any value, while the public variables~l have the spe-
cific symbolic value~a. This corresponds to the abstraction
H ∈ uco(℘(V)) [Banerjee et al. 2007] modelling the fact
that the attacker cannot observe private data. Formally, itas-
sociates with a generic output state〈h, l〉 the abstract state
〈VH, l〉 =

{

〈h′, l〉
∣

∣ h′ ∈ VH
}

. As far as the input charac-
terisation is concerned, we know that an abstract property is
described by the set of all the concrete values satisfying the
property. Hence, if theWlp semantics characterises a set of
inputs, and in particular of private inputs, then this set can be
uniquely modelled as an abstract domain, i.e., the abstract
property released. Consider, for instance, the trivial program



fragmentP above. According to the output value observed,
l = 0 or l = 1, we have respectively the set of input states
{〈h1, h2, l〉 | h1 = h2} or {〈h1, h2, l〉 | h1 6= h2}. This
characterisation can be uniquely modelled by the abstract
domain1

φ = {⊤, {〈h1, h2, l〉 | h1 = h2}, {〈h1, h2, l〉 | h1 6= h2}, ∅}

Hence, if we declassifyφ, the program is secure since the
information released corresponds to what is declassified.
While if, as in standard non-interference, nothing is declas-
sified, modelled by the declassification policyφ′ = λx . ⊤2,
thenφ ⊑ φ′, namely the policy is violated since the infor-
mation released is more (concrete) than what is declassified.

4. Maximal release by active attackers
The notion of robustness defined in Sect. 2 implicitly con-
cerns the confidential information released by the program.
Indeed, if we are able to measure the maximal release (the
most concrete private property observable) in presence of
active attacks, than we can compare it with the private in-
formation disclosed by passive attackers and conclude about
program robustness. Thus, in this section we compute (when
possible) the maximal private information disclosed by an
active attacker.

The active attack model we use here is more powerful
than the one defined in Sect. 2, i.e., fair attacks. In particular,
our attackers can also manipulate (use and modify) variables
of security typeHL, i.e., variables that the attacker cannot
observe but can use. Indeed,HL is the type of those variables
whose name isvisible, i.e., usable by the attacker in his code,
but whose value is not observable. Thus, in the following
active attacks are programs (without holes) such that, for
all the variablesx occurring in the attacks code,I(x ) =
L. We call themunfair attacks. Unfair attacksare more
general than fair attacks because they can modify variables
of security typeLL and HL. For instance, suppose that a
system user wants to change his password, he accesses a
variable (the password) he can write but not read (blind
writing), i.e., of typeHL. Now we want to compute the
maximal information release in presence of unfair attacks.

4.1 Observing input-output

It is clear that, in order to certify the security degree of a
program also in presence of active attackers, it is impor-
tant to compute which is the maximal private information
released. Such information can help the programmer to un-
derstand what happens in the worst case, namely when an
active attacker inserts the most harmful unfair code. More-
over, if we compute the most concrete property of private in-
put data released by program semantics for all active attacks,

1 The elements⊤ and∅ are necessary for obtaining an abstract domain.
2 Since∀x , y we haveφ′(x) = φ′(y), declassified non-interference with
φ′ corresponds to standard non-interference.

we can compare it with the private information disclosed by
a passive attacker and conclude about program robustness.
In this section, we consider denotational semantics, namely
input/output semantics. Hence, the set of program points
where the attacker can observe low confidentiality data cor-
responds to program inputs and program outputs. Note that,
the active attacker can insert code (fair or unfair) in fixed
points, therefore he can change program semantics and con-
sequently the property of confidential information released
can be different in presence of different active attacks. More-
over, the number of possible unfair attacks may be infinite,
thus, it becomes hard to compute the private information
disclosed by all of them. The real problem is that it is im-
possible to characterise the maximal information releasedto
attackers that modify program semantics, because different
attacks obtain different private properties which may be in-
comparable.
This problem is overcome when we consider a finite number
of attackers, for instance a finite class of attacks for which
we want to certify our program. In this case, we can compute
the maximal information disclosed by each attacker and, af-
terwords, we can consider thegreatest lower bound(in the
lattice of abstract domains) characterising the maximal in-
formation released for the fixed class of attackers. Let us in-
troduce an example to illustrate the problem.

EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the programP ::= l := h; [•];
with variablesh : HH, l : LL and k : HL. We can have the
following attacks:

• Wlp
(

l := h; [skip], {l = a}
)

={h = a}

• Wlp
(

l := h; [l := k ], {l = a}
)

={k = a}

• Wlp
(

l := h; [l := l + k ], {l = a}
)

={h + k = a}

For all cases the attacker discloses different information
about confidential data. In particular, in the first case the
attacker obtains the exact value of variableh, in the second
he obtains the exact value of variablek and in the third
case he obtains a relation (the sum) betweenh andk . Note
that if all possible active attacks were only those considered
above, we can compute the greatest lower (glb for short) of
private information disclosed by all of them. In this caseglb
corresponds to the identity value of confidential variablesh

andk .

However, as shown in the previous example, we can compute
the private information disclosed by an attacker who fixes
his attack and check if that particular attack compromises
program robustness. To this end, we just have to use the
method introduced in [Banerjee et al. 2007] and verify that
the method described in Sect. 3 holds for the transformed
program.

In the previous example, we have seen that, even though
we have a finite number of attackers, we have to compute a
Wlp analysis for each active attacker. In the following, we
suggest a method for computing only one analysis dealing
with a (possible infinite) set of active attackers. We follow



the idea proposed in [Banerjee et al. 2007], where, in order
to avoid an analysis for each possible output observation, the
authors compute the analysis parametrically on the symbolic
output observationl = a. In particular, note that an attacker,
being an imperative program, corresponds to a function ma-
nipulating low integrity variables, i.e.,LL andHL variables.
Hence, we introduce aWlp computation parametric even on
the possible expressionsf (~l) assigned by the active attacker
to low integrity variables~l . In other words, the attacker can
assign to all low integrity variables an expression which can
possibly depend on all other low integrity variables. For in-
stance, given a program where the only low integrity vari-
ables arel andk , all possible unfair attacks concern the vari-
ablesl andk , namelyl := f (l , k) andk = g(l , k), where
f , g are expressions that can contain variablesl , k free.

The confidential information released by such parametric
computations can be exploited by both the programmer and
the attacker. Indeed, looking at the final formula which can
containf as parameter, the former can detect vulnerabilities
about the confidential information released by the program,
while the latter can exploit such vulnerabilities to build the
most harmful attack in order to disclose as much as possible
about private input data. Let us introduce an example that
shows the above technique.

EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider the program in Ex. 4.1. The only
low integrity variables arel : LL and k : HL. According to
the method described above we have to substitute the possi-
ble unfair attacks in[•] with 〈l , k〉 := 〈f (l , k), g(l , k)〉. The
initial formula is Φ0 = {l = a} becausel is the only pro-
gram variable s.t.C(l) = L. Thus, theWlp calculation yields
the following formula:

{f (h, k) = a}
l := h;

{f (l , k) = a}
[〈l , k〉 := 〈f (l , k), g(l , k)〉;]

{l = a}

Note that the final formula(f (h, k) = a) contains infor-
mation about high confidentiality variablesh and k . Thus,
fixing the unfair attacks as we did in the previous example,
we obtain information about symbolic value ofh, k or any
relation between them.

4.2 Observing program traces

In [Mastroeni and Banerjee 2008] the authors notice that the
semantic model constitutes an important dimension for pro-
gram security, thewheredimension [Sabelfeld and Sands
2007], which influences both the observation policy and the
declassification policy. It seems obvious that an attacker who
observes low confidentiality variables in intermediate pro-
gram points is able to disclose more information than an
attacker the observes only input/output. In this section, we
aim to characterise the maximal information released by a
program in presence of unfair attacks. In general, we can fix

the set of program points where the attacker can observe low
confidentiality variables (O) and we can denote byH the set
of program points where there is a hole, namely where the
attacker can insert his code. In this case, we assume that the
attacker can observe the low integrity variables for all pro-
gram points inH, namelyH ⊆ O. In order to compute the
maximal release of confidential information, an attacker can
combine, at each observation point, the public information
he can observe at that point together with the information he
can derive by computingWlp from the output to that obser-
vation point [Mastroeni and Banerjee 2008]. For instance,
with trace semantics, an attacker can observe low confiden-
tiality data for all intermediate program point. Let us intro-
duce an example that presents this technique for passive at-
tackers.

EXAMPLE 4.3. Consider the programP with variables
l1, l2 : LL andh1, h2 : HH.

P ::=

[

h1 := h2; h2 := h2 mod2;
l1 := h2; h2 := h1; l2 := h2; l2 := l1;

We want to compute the private information disclosed by an
attacker that observes program traces. As for standard non-
interference, here we want to protect private inputsh1 and
h2. In order to make only one iteration on the program even
when dealing with traces, the idea is to combine theWlp
semantics computed at each observable point of execution,
together with the observation of public data made at the par-
ticular observation point. We denote in square brackets the
value observed in that program point. TheWlp calculation
yields the following result.

{h2 mod2 = a ∧ h2 = b ∧ l2 = c ∧ l1 = d}
h1 := h2;

{h2 mod2 = a ∧ h1 = b ∧ l2 = c ∧ l1 = d}
h2 := h2 mod2;

{h2 = a ∧ h1 = b ∧ l2 = c ∧ [l1 = d ]}
l1 := h2;

{l1 = a ∧ h1 = b ∧ l2 = c}
h2 := h1;

{l1 = a ∧ h2 = b ∧ [l2 = c]}
l2 := h2;

{l1 = a ∧ [l2 = b]}
l2 := l1;

{l1 = l2 = a}

For instance the information observed by the assignment
l2 := l1 is the combination ofWlp calculation (l1 = a) and
attackers observation at that point([l2 = b]). The attacker
is able to deduce the exact value ofh2. It is worth noting
that this attacker is more powerful than the one observing
input-output, who can only distinguish the parity of variable
h2.

We would like to compute the maximal private informa-
tion release in presence of unfair attacks. Here the problem



is similar to the one described in the previous section. Un-
fair attacks, by definition, manipulate (modify and use) both
variables of typeLL andHL. Even though the attacker can
observe low confidentiality variables in presence of holes,
he cannot observe the variables of typeHL. Hence, differ-
ent unfair attacks cause different information releases, as it
happens for attackers observing only the I/O, and in general
there can be an infinite number of these attacks. However,
if we fix the unfair attack we can use the method described
above and compute the maximal release for that particular
attack.

Things change when we consider only fair attacks, i.e.,
manipulating onlyLL variables. The following proposition
shows that we can generalise all possible fair attacks to
constant assignments~l := ~c to variables of typeLL.

PROPOSITION4.4. LetP [~•] be a program vulnerable to fair
attacks andH ⊆ O. Then, all fair attacks can be written as
~l := ~a, wherel : LL.

PROOF. In general, all fair attacks have the form~l := f (~l).
Moreover,H ⊆ O so the attacker can observe at least the
program points where there is a hole. Thus, all the formal
parameters of expressionf (~l) are known. We conclude that
~l := ~a. 2

Now we are able to measure the maximal private infor-
mation disclosed by an active attacker. Indeed, we can use
the approach of Ex. 4.3 and whenever we have a program
hole, we substitute it by the assignment~l := ~c, paramet-
ric on symbolic constant values~c. The following example
shows this method.

EXAMPLE 4.5. Consider the programP with variablesh :
HH andl : LL. O is set of all program points.

P ::= l := 0; [•]; if (h > 0) then skip elsel := 0;

In presence of passive attackersP doesn’t release any infor-
mation about private variableh. Indeed, the output value of
variablel is always0. An active attacker who observes each
program point and inserts fair attacks, discloses the follow-
ing private information:

{((h > 0 ∧ c = a) ∨ (h ≤ 0 ∧ a = 0)) ∧ c = b ∧ d = 0}
l := 0;

{((h > 0 ∧ c = a) ∨ (h ≤ 0 ∧ a = 0)) ∧ c = b ∧ [l = d ]}
[l := c;]

{((h > 0 ∧ l = a) ∨ (h ≤ 0 ∧ a = 0)) ∧ [l = b]}
if (h > 0) then skip elsel := 0;

{l = a}

Thus, an active attacker is able to disclose whether the
variable h is positive or not. Hence, this is the maximal
private information disclosed by an attacker who observes
program traces and inserts fair code in the holes.

5. Enforcing Robustness
In this section, we want to understand, by static program
analysis, when an active attacker that transforms program
semantics is not able to disclosemore private information
than a passive attacker, who merely observes public data.
The idea is to considerWlp semantics in order to find suffi-
cient conditions guaranteeing program robustness. Here we
introduce a method to enforce programs which are robust in
presence of active attackers.

We know [Banerjee et al. 2007] that declassified non-
interference is a completeness problem in abstract interpre-
tation theory and there exists systematic methods to enforce
this notion. LetP [~•] be a program with holes andΦ a first
order formula that models the declassification policy. In or-
der to check robustness for this program, we must check the
corresponding completeness problem for each possible at-
tack a, as introduced in Sect. 3 whereP [~a] is programP

under the attack~a. We want to characterise those situations
where the semantic transformation induced by the active at-
tack does not generate incompleteness. If there exists at least
one attacka such that the program releases more confiden-
tial information than the one released by the policy, then the
program is deemed not robust.
The following example shows the ability of active attackers
to gain more confidential information wrt passive attackers.

EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider the programP with h : HH, l : LL.

P ::= l := 0; [•] if (h > 0) then (l := 1) else(l := l + 1);

Suppose the declassification policy is⊤, i.e. nothing has
to be released. In presence of a passive attacker (the hole
substituted byskip) the programP satisfies the security
policy, namely non-interference, because the public output
is always1. TheWlp semantics formalizes this fact.

{(h > 0 ∧ a = 1) ∨ (h ≤ 0 ∧ a = 1)} = {a = 1}
l := 0;

{(h > 0 ∧ a = 1) ∨ (h ≤ 0 ∧ a = l + 1)}
if (h > 0) then (l := 1) else(l := l + 1);

{l = a}

Now suppose that an active attacker inserts the codel := 1.
In this case theWlp semantics shows that the attacker is able
to distinguish positive values of the private variableh from
non positive ones. Using theWlp calculation parametric on
the public output{l = a} we have the following result.

{(h > 0 ∧ a = 1) ∨ (h ≤ 0 ∧ a = 2)}
l := 0;

{(h > 0 ∧ a = 1) ∨ (h ≤ 0 ∧ a = 2)}
[l := 1;]

{(h > 0 ∧ a = 1) ∨ (h ≤ 0 ∧ a = l + 1)}

The final formula shows that the adversary is able to distin-
guish values ofh greater than0 from values less or equal
than0 by observing, respectively, the values1 or 2 of public



outputl . We can conclude that programP is not robust and
the active attackers effectively may be more powerful than
passive ones.

If we had a method to compute the maximal private infor-
mation release in presence of unfair attacks, then we could
conclude about program robustness by comparing it with the
information disclosed by a passive attacker. Unfortunately,
in the previous section, we have seen that it is not possible to
compute the maximal information released for all the possi-
ble attacks, which can possibly be infinite. Hence, our aim
is to look for methods enforcing robust programs without
computing the maximal information released.

5.1 Robustness byWlp

Let us make some considerations about logical formulas and
the set of program states they manipulate. The free variables
of the output observation formulaΦ0 correspond to the set of
low confidentiality variablesLL andLH, namelyFV(Φ0) =
{x ∈ Var(Φ0)|C(x ) = L}. If a low confidentiality variable
does not occur free at some program point, it means that
such variable was previously, wrt backward analysis ofWlp
semantics, substituted by an expression that does not contain
that variable. This means that, it can have any value in
that point. From the viewpoint of information flow, even if
the variable contains some confidential information in that
point this is useless for the analysis, because the variable
is going to be subsequently overwritten and therefore this
information can never be disclosed through public outputs.

Our aim is to generalise the most powerful active attacks
and study their impact on program robustness. As a first ap-
proach one can try to represent all possible active attacks by
a constant assignment to low integrity variables. Hence, the
attacker observes only the input/output value of low confi-
dentiality variables, i.e.,LL andLH variables. The following
example shows that this is not sufficient enough and there
exist more powerful attacks that disclose more private infor-
mation and break robustness.

EXAMPLE 5.2. Consider the programP with variablesl :
LL, k : LL, h : HH and declassification policy that releases
nothing about private variables.

P ::=





k := h; [•];
if (l = 0) then (l := 0; k := 0)

else(l := 1; k := 1);

First notice thatP does not release any private information
in presence of a passive attacker who merely observes the
I/O variation of public data. Indeed, the assignment ofh

to k is subsequently overwritten by constants0 or 1 and
depends exclusively on the variation of public inputl . If
it was possible to represent all active attacks by constant
assignments we can see thatP would be robust. In fact, if
the attacker assigns the constantsc1 andc2, respectively, to
variablesl and k , theWlp calculation deems the program

robust.

{(c1 = 0 ∧ a = 0 ∧ b = 0) ∨ (c1 6= 0 ∧ a = 1 ∧ b = 1)}
k := h;

[l := c1; k := c2;]
{(l = 0 ∧ a = 0 ∧ b = 0) ∨ (l 6= 0 ∧ a = 1 ∧ b = 1)}
if (l = 0) then (l := 0; k := 0) else(l := 1; k := 1);

{l = a ∧ k = b}

The final formula shows that such program satisfies non-
interference. But if we assign to low integrity variables an
expression depending on other low integrity variables, then
we obtain some more powerful attacks, which makeP not
robust. For instance, the assignmenta ::= l := k ; makes the
attacker distinguish the zeroness of private variableh.

{(h = 0 ∧ a = 0 ∧ b = 0) ∨ (h 6= 0 ∧ a = 1 ∧ b = 1)}
k := h;

{(k = 0 ∧ a = 0 ∧ b = 0) ∨ (k 6= 0 ∧ a = 1 ∧ b = 1)}
[l := k ;]

{(l = 0 ∧ a = 0 ∧ b = 0) ∨ (l 6= 0 ∧ a = 1 ∧ b = 1)}

Definitely, programP is not robust and therefore we can-
not reduce active attacks to a constant assignment to low
integrity variables.

In general, an active attack is a piece of code that con-
cerns low integrity variables, i.e., a function concerninglow
integrity variables. If we assign to low integrity variables a
constant value in the domain it means that we are erasing
the high confidentiality information that such variable might
have accumulated before reaching that point or we are not
considering the possibility of assigning to such variable an-
other one which contains some private information that may
possibly be lost subsequently as shown in Ex. 5.2.

We can use the ideas discussed so far to present asuf-
ficient condition ensuring program robustness. Remember
that we represent formally the observable public output as
a first order formula,Φ0, that corresponds to the conjunction
of program variablesx such thatC(x ) = L parametric on the
observed public output, namely,Φ0 =

∧n

i=1
(li = ai) and

∀i .C(li ) = L. We apply recursively theWlp semantic rules
and at each step we suppose the formula is in the normal
form described before. The following theorem states that a
program with holesP [~•] is robust when the post condition
of each hole does not contain low integrity free variables. In
the following, we denote by•i the i-th hole inP and byPi

the portion of code inP after the hole•i where all the fol-
lowing holes (•j , with j ∈ H, j > i) are substituted with
skip. ThenΦi = Wlp(Pi , Φ0) is the formula corresponding
to the execution of the subprogramPi . Next lemma, shows
the result for programs with only one hole, while the theo-
rem extends the result to programs with an arbitrary number
of holes.

LEMMA 5.3. Let P = P2[•]P1 be a program (P1 without
holes). LetΦ = Wlp(P1, Φ0). ThenP is robust wrt unfair
attacks if ∀v ∈ FV(Φ).I(v) = H.



PROOF. We prove this theorem by induction on the attack’s
structure and on the length of its derivation. In particular,
we will prove that for any attacka, the formulaΦ does not
change, hence from the semantic point of view, the attack
behaves likeskip, namely like a passive attacker. Note that,
here we consider unfair attacks, hence it can use bothLL and
HL variables.

• a ::=skip: Trivial. The initial formulaΦ doesn’t change,
namely Wlp(skip, Φ) = Φ, and the attacker acts as a
passive one.

• a ::= l := e: By definition of the active attack we have
I(l) = L and by hypothesis the variablel does not
occur free inΦ. Finally we applyWlp definition for the
assignment, soWlp(l := e, Φ) = Φ[e/l ] = Φ.

• a ::= c1; c2: Applying the inductive hypothesis we have
Wlp(c1, Φ) = Wlp(c2, Φ) = Φ. The Wlp definition
for sequential composition states thatWlp(c1; c2, Φ) =
Wlp(c1, Wlp(c2, Φ)) = Φ

• a := if B then c1 elsec2: By inductive hypothesis (ap-
plied to a construct of minor length) we haveWlp(c1, Φ)
= Wlp(c2, Φ) = Φ. Applying the definition ofWlp for the
conditional constructWlp(if B then c1 else c2, Φ) =
(B ∧ Wlp(c1, Φ)) ∨ (¬B ∧ Wlp(c2, Φ)) = (B ∧ Φ) ∨
(¬B ∧ Φ) = Φ.

• a ::= while B do c: By hypothesis we consider termi-
nating computations and thewhile loop halts in a finite
number of iterations. Applying the inductive hypothesis
to commandc we haveWlp(c, Φ) = Φ, so every itera-
tion the formula doesn’t change. Moreover, if the guard
is falsethe formula remains unchanged too. Applying the
Wlp rule for thewhile loop and the inductive hypothesis
we have:
Wlp(while B do c, Φ) = (¬B ∧ Φ) ∨ (B ∧ Φ) ∨ · · · ∨
(B ∧ Φ) = Φ

2

THEOREM 5.4. Let P [~•] be a program.P is robust wrt
unfair attacks if ∀i ∈ H.∀v ∈ FV(Φi).I(v) = H.

In other words, if a low integrity variable in not free in the
formula, this means its information in that program point
is useless for the analysis to reveal confidential properties.
Hence, an active attacker is not stronger than a passive one.
Let us introduce an example that illustrates Th. 5.4.

EXAMPLE 5.5. Let us check robustness of programP with
variablesl : LL, h : HH andk : HL.

P ::=

[

l := h + l ; [•]; l := 1; k := h;
while (h > 0) do (l := l − 1; l := h);

AnalysingP from the hole[•] to the end we have:

{(h ≤ 0 ∧ a = 1) ∨ (h > 0 ∧ a = 0)}
l := 1; k := h;

{(h ≤ 0 ∧ l = a) ∨ (h > 0 ∧ a = 0)}
while (h > 0) do (l := l − 1; l := h);

{l = a}

The formulaΦ = (h ≤ 0∧a = 1)∨(h > 0∧a = 0) satisfies
the conditions of Th. 5.4. We can conclude the programP is
robust. Intuitively, even though the value of private inputh

flows to the public variablel (l := l + h), such relation
is immediately canceled after the hole when we assign the
constant1 (l := 1).

The following example shows that Th. 5.4 is just a sufficient
condition, namely there exists a robust program that violates
the preconditions. This is because Th. 5.4 corresponds to
a local condition for robustness, but one must analyze the
entire program in order to have a global vision about the
confidential information revealed.

EXAMPLE 5.6. Consider the program

P ::=

[

l := h; l := 1; [•];
while (h = 0) do (h := 1; l := 0);

whereh : HH and l : LL. The precondition of thewhile is:

Wlp (while (h = 0) do (h := 1; l := 0), {l = a}) =
{(h = 0 ∧ a = 0) ∨ (h 6= 0 ∧ l = a)}

This formula does not satisfy the conditions of Th. 5.4, since
it contains a free occurrence of a low integrity variable,
namelyl = a. However, we can see that programP is ro-
bust. No modification of public variablel contains informa-
tion about the private variableh because the guard of the
while loop depends exclusively on private variables. Every
terminating attack modifies the subformula{l = a} and in-
fluences the final value of the observed public output. More-
over, the private information obtained by the assignment
l := h is canceled by the successive assignmentl := 1.
So the only confidential information released byP concerns
the zeroness ofh, the same as a passive attacker. This means
thatP is robust and Th. 5.4 is a sufficient and not necessary
condition for robustness.

More generally, the construct[•] may be placed in an arbi-
trary depth inside anif conditional or awhile loop. It is suffi-
cient to consider the subformula corresponding to the branch
where the hole is placed in and apply the Th. 5.4 to that par-
ticular part. The following example describes this situation.

EXAMPLE 5.7. Consider the programP

P ::=





k := h mod3;
if (h mod2 = 0) then[•]; l := 0; k := l

elsel := 1;

whereh : HH, l : LL andk : LL. Applying the weakest liberal
precondition rules to the initial formula(l = a ∧ k = b) we



have:
{

(h mod2 = 0 ∧ a = 0 ∧ b = 0)∨
(h mod2 6= 0 ∧ a = 1 ∧ k = b)

}

if (h mod2 = 0) then [•]; l := 0; k := l elsel := 1;
{l = a ∧ k = b}

The subformula corresponding to thethen branch (which
contains the hole[•]) satisfies the conditions of Th.5.4, there-
foreP is robust. Every possible attack in this point manipu-
lates the variablesl , k which will immediately be substituted
by constant0 and will lose any accumulated private infor-
mation.

5.2 Wlp vs the security type system

In [Myers et al. 2004] the authors define the notion of robust-
ness in presence of active attackers and enforce it using a se-
curity type system. The active attacker can replace the holes
by fair attacks which manipulate variables of security type
LL. The key result of the article states that typable programs
satisfy robust declassification. Thus, it is important, when
dealing with robustness, for the holes not to be placed into
high confidentiality contexts. In particular they introduce a
security environment and a program counterpc in order to
trace the security contexts and avoid implicit flows. The fol-
lowing typing rule considers the cases where the construct
[•] is admissible.

C(pc)∈ LC

Γ, pc⊢ •

By definitionLC = {l |C(l) ⊑ C(A)}, namelyLC is the set
of variables whose confidentiality level is not greater than
the attackers confidentiality level. Hence, an active attacker
that manipulates this variables does not obtain further confi-
dential information.
Our approach, in particular Th. 5.4, captures exactly those
situations where we have a low confidentiality contextLC

and, nevertheless, the fair attack does not succeed, namely
where there are no low integrity variables in the correspond-
ing first order formula. Moreover, our method deals with
more powerful active attacks, the unfair attacks, which can
manipulate code that contains variables with security typeLL

andHL. However, both these approaches study program ro-
bustness as a local condition and therefore cannot provide a
precise characterisation of robustness: Th. 5.4 provides only
a sufficient condition and the type system is not complete.
Anyway, we can say that our semantic-based method is more
precise, in the sense that it generates lessfalse alarms, than
the type-based one. Namely, let us consider the program
P ::= [•]; if h > 0 then l := 0 elsel := 0 whereh : HH and
l : LL. Our method certifies this program as robust since,
there are no low integrity variables in the formula corre-
sponding to theWlp semantics of the control statementif . If
we try to typecheck this program by using the rules in [My-
ers et al. 2004] we notice that the environment before hole is
a high confidentiality one. Thus, this program is deemed not
robust.

5.3 Robustness on program traces

In this section, we want to find local conditions guaranteeing
robustness also in presence of active attackers observing the
trace semantics instead of the I/O one. In other words, we
want to characterise the analogous of Th. 5.4 when dealing
with trace semantics. Note that, in this case, the problem
becomes really different because the attacker is still able
to modify low integrity variables, but he can alsoobserve
low confidentiality variables in all the holes. In this case,
the problem is that the attacker can assign variables of type
HL to variables of typeLL, observe the corresponding trace
and disclose the value ofHL variables. Hence, it is necessary
to analyse the global program behavior in order to check
robustness for all possible unfair attacks. On the other hand,
if we consider fair attacks, i.e., attacks that manipulate only
LL variables, the capability to observe the hole program
points allows us to reduce all the possible attacks to constant
assignments to variables of typeLL.

Using the method introduced in [Mastroeni and Banerjee
2008], and illustrated for active attackers in Sect. 4.2, weare
able to state a sufficient condition of robustness in presence
of fair attacks for trace semantics. The idea is that an attacker
can combine the public information he can observe at a
program point together with the information it can derive
by computing theWlp from the output to that observation
point. Moreover, he can manipulate program semantics by
inserting fair code in the holes. If the formula corresponding
to Wlp semantics of the subprogram before reaching the hole
doesn’t contain free any variables of typeLL then we can
conclude that the program is robust. The following example
shows the robustness condition similar to Th. 5.4.

EXAMPLE 5.8. Consider the programP with variablesl :
LH, k : LL andh1, h2, h3 : HH:

P ::= k := h1 + h2; [•]; k := h3 mod2; l := h3; l := k ;

A passive attacker who observes each program point dis-
closes the following private information.

{h3 mod2 = a ∧ h3 = b ∧ l = c ∧ h1 + h2 = d}
k := h1 + h2;

[skip;]
{h3 mod2 = a ∧ h3 = b ∧ l = c ∧ [k = d ]}

k := h3 mod2;
{k = a ∧ h3 = b ∧ [l = c]}

l := h3;
{k = a ∧ [l = b]}

l := k ;
{l = k = a}

Hence, a passive attacker reveals the symbolic value of vari-
ableh3 and the sum of variablesh1 andh2. In what follows
we’ll notice that no fair attack (in our case manipulating
k ) can do better, because the subformula corresponding to
the information disclosed by the attacker before reaching the



hole does not contain free the variablek : LL. Thus, no con-
stant assignment influences the private information released.
Indeed, if we compute the information disclosed in presence
of a fair attack the final formula is the same.

{h3 mod2 = a ∧ h3 = b ∧ l = c ∧ h1 + h2 = e}
k := h1 + h2;

{h3 mod2 = a ∧ h3 = b ∧ l = c ∧ d = d1 ∧ [k = e]}
[k := d1;]

{h3 mod2 = a ∧ h3 = b ∧ l = c ∧ [k = d ]}

Note that, it is useless to consider the observed value ofLL

variable before the hole because the attacker knows exactly
the fair attack he is going to insert in.

Now we can introduce a sufficient condition for robustness
in presence of fair attacks for trace semantics. Basically,it is
a extension of Th. 5.4 to traces.

PROPOSITION5.9. ConsiderP [~•] with H ⊆ O, andΦi =
Wlp(Pi , Φ0) (wherePi is obtained as in Th. 5.4).P is robust
wrt fair attacks if∀i ∈ H.∀v ∈ FV(Φi).I(v) = H.

Note that, in this proposition we consider attackers that ob-
serve low confidentiality data at least in the points they can
modify, i.e.,H ⊆ O.

It is worth noting that, in Prop. 5.9 differently from
Th. 5.4, we consider fair attacks and, indeed, the proposi-
tion is not true for unfair attacks. The main reason is that an
active attacker can combine the information released by the
Wlp semantics with the value of low confidentiality variables
observed in that point. Thus, an unfair attacks, for instance,
can assign a variable of typeHL to a variable of typeLL
and hence such information is disclosed by the observation
in that program point. The following example shows this
situation.

EXAMPLE 5.10. Consider the program

P := l := k mod2; [•]; if (h = 0) then l := 0 elsel := 1;

wherel : LL, k : HL andh : HH. We want to check robustness
in presence of unfair attacks who observe each program
point. First, we notice that a passive attacker discloses the
zeroness of variableh and the parity of variablek . Now let
us compute the information released in the hole.

{(h = 0 ∧ a = 0) ∨ (h 6= 0 ∧ a = 1)}
if (h = 0) then l := 0 elsel := 1;

{l = a}

This formula satisfies the conditions of Prop. 5.9: no low
integrity variables occur free in it. But, if we attack this
program with the unfair attack (e.g.,l := k ), we can see that
the program releases the exact symbolic value of the private

variablek .
{

((h = 0 ∧ a = 0) ∨ (h 6= 0 ∧ a = 1))∧
k = b ∧ k mod2 = c

}

l := k mod2;
{((h = 0 ∧ a = 0) ∨ (h 6= 0 ∧ a = 1)) ∧ k = b ∧ [l = c]}

[l := k ;]
{((h = 0 ∧ a = 0) ∨ (h 6= 0 ∧ a = 1)) ∧ [l = b]}

We can conclude that programP is not robust (wrt unfair
attacks) even though the conditions of Prop. 5.9 are satisfied.

The problem, in the example above, is that the attacker can
use variables of typeHL and observe the result at the same
time, possibly disclosing the value of these variables. Hence,
if we consider a model where the attacker can observe all
program points except the ones where there is a hole, then
Prop. 5.9 is true even for unfair attacks.

PROPOSITION5.11. ConsiderP [~•] with H ∩ O = ∅, and
Φi = Wlp(Pi , Φ0) (Pi obtained as in Th. 5.4).P is robust
wrt unfairattacks if∀i ∈ H.∀v ∈ FV(Φi).I(v) = H.

This proposition tells us that we can ensure robustness in
presence of unfair attacks also on the trace semantics only
when the attackers cannot combine their capabilities of ob-
serving low confidentiality variables and of modifying low
integrity variables, i.e., whenH ∩ O = ∅.

5.4 Relative Robustness

So far, we have characterised only sufficient conditions to
enforce robust programs. The problem is that an active at-
tacker transforms program semantics and these transforma-
tions can be infinitely many or of infinitely many kinds. This
may be a problem, first of all because it becomes hard to
compute the private information released by all the active at-
tacks (as underlined in Sect. 4), but also because, in some
restricted contexts, standard robustness can be too stronga
requirement.

Indeed, we can consider a restricted class of active attacks
and check robustness wrt to these attacks. Namely, we aim
to check whether the program, in presence of these attacks,
does not release more private information than a passive
attacker. Thus, we define a relaxed notion of robustness,
calledrelative robustness.

DEFINITION 5.12. Let P [•] be a program andA a set of
attacks. The program is said relatively robust iff for all~a ∈
A, thenP [~a] does not release more confidential information
thanP [

−−→
skip].

In order to check relative robustness we can compute the
confidential information released for all the possible attacks,
compute the greatest lower bound of all information and
compare it with the confidential information released by a
passive attacker. Moreover, given a program and a set of
attacks we can statically certify the security degree of the
program with respect to that particular finite class of active



attacks. This corresponds to theglb of private information
released by all the attacks. Hence, a programmer who wants
to certify program robustness in presence of a fixed class of
attacks, have to declassify at least theglb of private informa-
tion disclosed by all the attacks.
Consider Ex. 4.1. We noticed that different active attackers
can disclose different kind of private information, for this
reason the programP is not robust. Now, consider a restric-
tion of the possible active attacks, for example we restrictto
fair attacks only. This implies that the attacker can use only
the variablel and derive information exclusively about the
private variableh. In particular,P already releases inl the
exact value ofh and consequently no attack involving vari-
able l can disclose more private information. Thus, we can
conclude that programP satisfiesrelative robustnesswith
respect to the class of fair attacks.

We can extend Th. 5.4 in order to cope with relative ro-
bustness. In particular, we recall that this theorem provides a
sufficient condition to robustness requiring that the formulas
before each hole do not containall the low integrity vari-
ables. We weaken this sufficient condition by requiring that
the formulas before each hole do not containonly the vari-
ables modifiable and usable by the attackers inA.

PROPOSITION5.13. Let P = P2[•]P1 be a program (P1

without holes). LetΦ = Wlp(P1, Φ0). P is relatively robust
wrt the unfair attacks inA if ∀a ∈ A.Var(a)∩FV(Φ) = ∅.

It is worth noting that we can use this result also for deriv-
ing the class ofharmlessactive attackers starting from the
semantics of the program. Indeed, we can certify that a pro-
gram is relatively robust wrt all the active attackers that in-
volve low integrity variables not occurring free in the formu-
las corresponding to the private information disclosed before
reaching each hole.

6. Relative vs Decentralized Robustness
Recently robustness has been considered also for mutual
distrust and in particular in the decentralized label model
(DLM) [Myers and Liskov 2000].
This model expresses information security policies in terms
of principals, which do not trust each other and which can
express and retain ownership over information security poli-
cies regarding confidentiality and integrity [Chong and My-
ers 2006]. In particular, the fact that each principal does not
trust the others means that each principal may be a potential
attacker. Hence, robustness is analysed relatively to two prin-
cipals: one fixes the point of view of the analysis, the other
is the potential attacker. In particular, the formerfixeswhich
data it believes the latter can read and/or write. More for-
mally, decentralized robustness is defined wrt a pair of prin-
cipalsp and q, with power〈Rp→q ,Wp←q〉, whereRp→q

allows to characterise the datap believes thatq can read,
while Wp←q allows to characterise the datap believes that
q can modify. A system is robust wrt all the attackers if it is

robust with respect to all the pairsp, q of principals [Chong
and Myers 2006].
At this point, we can observe that, once the pair of princi-
pals is fixed, also the data security levels are fixed, namely
we know which are the variables readable and/or modifiable
by the given attackerq from the point of view ofp. We can
denote byCp→q the confidentiality levels and byIp←q the
integrity levels so far characterised. For instance, for each
variablex , Ip←q (x ) = L if p believes thatq can modify
x , Ip←q (x ) = H otherwise. Hence, we have the following
generalisation of relative robustness in the DLM.

PROPOSITION6.1. Let P = P2[•]P1 be a program (P1

without holes). LetΦ = Wlp(P1, Φ0). P satisfies decen-
tralized robustness wrt the principalsp, q if we have that
{

x
∣

∣ Ip→q (x ) = L

}

∩ FV(Φ) = ∅.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we studied an important notion in language-
based security called robustness [Zdancewic and Myers
2001, Myers et al. 2004]. In general a program can run in
any distributed environment in presence of untrusted com-
ponents. This fact is modeled by fixed program points called
holes, namely program points where the attacker can insert
untrusted code. At this point, the program is robust if an ac-
tive attacker cannot disclose more private information than
a passive one. We noticed that an active attacker can trans-
form program semantics and control the private information
released by the program. Moreover, different active attacks
can release different properties of private data. Hence, the
total number of attacks may be infinite so it is impossible to
find the most harmful attack for a given program. Here we
characterise a sufficient condition that enforces robustness
for unfair attacks (usingLL and HL variables). Moreover,
we have considered robustness in two different semantic
models, I/O and trace semantics. Finally, we introduced the
notion ofrelative robustnesswhich is a relaxation of robust-
ness dealing with a restricted class of attacks.

However, this is just the beginning and there is much
more work to do. First, we need an algorithm for static cer-
tification of robust programs. Hence, given a program we
need to compute the most harmful attacker able to disclose
the maximal information release. Second, our work can be
generalised to deal with abstract active attackers. Namely,
as it happens for abstract non-interference, one can consider
attackers modifyingpropertiesof low integrity data. Third,
we plan to extend our approach to different attacker models
such as concurrent attackers or attackers able to erase parts
of program code. Finally we would like to deepen the rela-
tion between our approach and the decentralized model. In
particular we aim to characterise the robustness wrt all the
attackers by using our weakest precondition analysis.
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